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The authors use the finite element method to calculate 
the prearcing characteristics, theoretically explain the ca
lculation results, compare the virtual t-I characteristic 
and the theoretical t-l characteristic consider the deviation 
very small and the method can be used in the fuse-element 
design. 

1. INTRODUCTIOh 
A lot of different methods have been developed for the simulation of prearcing characteristi
cs of notched fuse elements with heavy short circuit currents, as is well known, the simula
tion is very sucessful, for example, the finite difference method (1). If the distributions 
of temperature and electric potential are taken into acount for different shapes of notched 
fuse-elements, the finite element method WOL<ld be more convenient because of its process of 
boundary conditions, fuse-element geometry and the positive stiffness matrix, that is why 
the f.e.m. (finite element method) is used here. After the distributions are carried out, 
all the par1')r;leters required cart be obtained to simUlate the prearcing phenomena. 

2. 

2.1 General discription 
As far as two dimensional electric current flow fields and temperature fields, general 
equutions are: 

JL(~~) + JL!~,~) - f(x,y) + ~t (1) DX xox ay' 3~y - .p 

't (x,y) €Il. 

where KA , "Ky , A --condlAction coefficient, Kt---damped coeffjciellt, ~potentia.l 
funcvion, 'fJ __ rlerivative of potentiRl functioL, Il. ___ calculation region. 

boundary condi 1, ions: 

¢ = ¢(x,y,t), t > 0, on 

KX~X x + K~ny + q(x,y,t) = 0 
" 2ii/ 

t > 0, on n 

initial conditions: 

¢ ::: ¢o(x,y) t 0, -'rf(x,y) E,12 ~ = t(x,y) t =0, 'f(x,y)t'JL 

.=J f_Ni·d..Q(e)+f q·.df:(e) 
1. .Q (e) J G. (i1) 1. 2. 

The resultant equation is \ I .\ 1 {I f l 
LC}"l¢!+ [K . ¢] = tR(t)j 

.Lere [C J' __ 'i'herre.al capacity matrix (or damped matrix); 
[KJ __ ::,tiffness m2.trix; [R(t)] Right hand vector. 

Supposing that te tn + €I-At, f ~1e (\¢1n+1 - f ¢\n)iot ; 

fR(t e )} = (1-e)fR(t)]n + efRCt)]n+1 f¢Je = (1-e){¢In + ef¢Jn+1 

According to (4) we get 

[CJ'(¢)e + [KJf¢Je = (R(te )1(5)and 

(2) 

( 6) 
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t¢)n+1 is unknown array and other parameters are known, so the equation (6) is solvable. 

2.2 The electric current flow field 
When electric currents flow through the fuse-element. the electric potential equation is 
stated as folloW2: 

.iL(.r,~) + 1!..(-jd0) ;: 0 ax 'Si ()y ay 
Because of the symmetry of the fuse-element as shown in Fig. 1 (A), the calculation region 
may be greatly simplified into.Fig. 1 (B) and the current direction is ta~en a0 that of 
X-axis. 

...-____ ...,P{lox, loy) 

x 

Fig. 1 (A) Fuse-element Fig. 1 (B) Calculation region 

Considering the geol:ietry of the fuse-element, Lox >R, Lox> r, in order to decrease the 
balculation time, supposing 

I )~~ =10 
¢ x=o = 0, ~ x=lox 

where ~o is a constant determined by the transient current through the fuse-element. 

1~ = 0 on the other boundaries therefore the electric potential distribution satisfies the 

following equation: 
£.Ckl.!.t) + 2...( r '.211) = 0, 
~x QX &y oy 0, y~ I -J dX x=lox - 0 (7) 

It is the special form of (1),(2),(3), after solving Z¢J, the electric str~nth ~nd t~e 
current density distribution can be gotten from Ex = ~/ax, E = -~¢/ay, Jx =yEx , ~y 
For the simplicity. is taken as only a function of the positi~n or the local te.pera~ure, 
during t.he melting of the fuse-element, the resistance coefficient is greatly chang.able, it 
is therefore not suitable that ¥ is considered not to vary with the time variable, at least, 
it would lead to iii. large model error. The heat energy produced by the current heating effect 
in dv at any point p(x,y) in the unit time and volume is 

(..! ( IE) "" Y Ei + ¥' E~ ( 8 ) 

2.} The tem erature 
The heat condUction 

ament 

+ qt(x,y,z,t) (9) 

it is difficult to precisely and directly calculate the temperature distribution of the fuse
element and its temperature field in the media (fillers), because the caps, tags and fillers 
surrounding the fuse-element and the surrounding temperature in the media influence on 
thermal fields, especially the precise thermal data of fuse fillers are lack. 
In addition, there are some more problems in the calculation of long time transient fields 
which need to be solved, for eX&I\ple, the stability of solution, the velocity of convergence 
and the cost of calculation (cpu time), what is more, the coupled two dimensional problems 
with the electric field. 
itle start with the penetration depth to discuss how to simplify equation (9). The penetration 
depth of thermal fields: ( 

ott) ==J12c1.ot ~o = K/E'C (10) 

where t is time variable for copper, silver, 
results: 

quartz and ~TPE. we can get the following 

fAo Cu I cAoq == 419.0}6, 6culdq 20.47; cA o Ag/ cAoq = 625.62, 

cJ... op/ cAoq = 2.}8}65 - 0.76778 ; dq/ip == 2.6055 - 1.}0245 

A. It is obvious that for small time or short circuit current, comparingJ c ,J, withJ 
neglectingJq can't cause large error, the range of time depends on the ¥useag geomet~ 
and the calculation accuracy required. In other wo,rds, wi thin tlilis range, three dimensional 
heat conduction equation can be deduce to two dimensional heat conduction equation. 

B. E'or mediul'll and long time overload, we take the surfacial dissipated coefficient into acount 
which can be obtained from the experimental results. this i ter~ is apt to take purt in the 
f.e.m. equations. 



ALotl!er 'Lethod for tii;le overload is to use semi-experienced forLula w:1ich is based on 
the f.e.w. and ti1e conduction theory. 
lr. case E, we ciUst daiJcribe the item -In.,,,}}.I.l~idn.(el and. put it into Rli' Up to now, we 
can ,set the following equations; 

e a'KaT) K,n) .( t) = ax\ xf)x + Yay + q x.y. 

T(x,y,O) Co ( 11) 

'[:18 general calculation region is shown in 1 (B). \Ve don "t consider the conduction 
the symetric sections of fuse elements. i th short circuit current, ql1 = 0, that means 

the conduction doesn't exist in the element symetric lines and on the contact surfaces 
betweer. fillers and the fuse-eleoent or covered materials, if any, and the fuse element. In 

, qB depends or:. the surfacial st!il.te of heat discipation and qB I: 0 (related to J!.), Co 
the initial temperature distribution and takes a constant. We also give Kx,Ky,e, 

constant values respectively before the fuse-element melts. 

3. Hifi0"" G]:i,J:WJ;; A1GORE:Hi'lS 

ilhen electric currents flow througn the fuse-element, the element and the media a:r:Ound are 
heated due to Joule effect, and the temperature rises, if the energy put into the element is 
more than th"t discipated, the elelllent temperatu,l.'e will go high. while the ter:Jperature is up 
to or above the melting point of the fuse-element, the SOlid-liquid phase change occurs, if 
it continues, maybe the liquid-gas phase change will t!il.ke place. 
As a basic element, the triangle element is used here, the average temperature of the local 
element or division element: 

Tave. (12) 

for each triangle element, when Tave exceeds Tro. it should be changed to Tm. and write down 
iT-Tm) or (Ti-Tm)' If (T-Tm) ~dTm' the temperature of local element is admitted to increase 
in normal way. for each node, it is similar. Purther more, the similar algorithm is suitable 
for the vaporization and j\l-spots. 
lt is hard to say shen notched elements begin to arc, because the initial arc is related to 
the electric current density, the geometry, the properties of materials and so 
on. we suppose that arc occurs when temperature of local element begins to rise after 

melting of tr~e loc"'.l region, therefore the temperatu:r:e lies in the range of to Ta or 
r~ore high. 
~'r::e prearcing virtual time tv = J i 2dt / (13) 
'lLs calculation results prove that it is true. 

ThQ 
,'ives 
wri t GeT: in !\\;hT:tCtU~ 
LniVersity, China. 

?) shows us how to finish the simulation work in f.e.m. Fig.2( 
~l0TH1BL'1\10l, AJ:iD TEhP~HATuR~ DI::;THlBGTIOK. All the programs are 

running well in Dps 8/52 in C[;hl:'LJThE C.bl,TLih of Xi' an Jiaotong 

OGT;I*I.l~'TV'TAV.j 
T(I,J) ,10,'1'0, 
U(I.J) BTC. 

--c--'---
I END I 

FIG. 2 (A) BLOCK DlAGl:LiU·J 

l'Ie reco~illland a simi-experienced formula which is sui table for the fuse-element with lVI-spots 
and covered materials throughlow overload cD.rrents. 
trie virtual time tv tm + tr, where tr depends on 

l) tf-. 1-e-t r / T ); r: = eC'!:.w/ Ce.I§. fo(1-rl) 
the following equations: 

Tw Ko(Tsold + H;n/Cpl) ( 14) 
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where ~ is specific heat, 0e is f.e.ill. division coefficient, ql is beat discipated 
from the specified elements and 1: is time constant, O""Ko~ 1 

coefficient 

rne N-effect time tm '" z2/Np ' D (15) 

where fip is the distI'ibution coefficient, Z is the element thickness and j) is the 
coefficIent. If 1) ('i'sold + Hm/Cpl), it is said that the mel ted IiI-spots will flow 
element to the neck and cause the rupture of the fuse element due to M-effeet. 

diffusion 
along the 

6. 

T.,e programs in £.e.m. and the formula \ 14), (15) have been used to sil:ulate the 
phenowena of a type of full range fuses and got some sucessful results given in figures 
E'ig. 3 to E'ig. 10), the element of which is shown in ~·ig. 1 (A). The fuse rated current and 
voltage are respectively 63A and 500U $or different shapes of elements, the parameters needed 
to be changed are the i.e.m. division grid and physical data of the fuse-element, so it is 
very convinient for users and designers to u.se this method to simulate. 

~'ig. 3 Current flow distribution 

Distribt,tion in cold state 

Distr.ibution in hot state 

t. 

l<'ig. 4 

15 
10 

5 

Temperature field with 
short circuit current 

31 

o 0.51,01.52.02.53.03.54.04.5 
t (ms) 

r'ig. 5 Hot state rib/COld state 

Curve 1p 5001 .33A, r == 88.78°, 

Curve 2 3889. 6':lA, (1 == 
) 

88.79°, 

·vurve 3 1p 2500 ,67A,'F 38.96°, 

Curve 4 Ip 1750.57,.,., 89.1 

VS time 

.r'ig. 6 

22. 
20. 
17. 
15. 

Up 
12. 
10. 

( 11) 7. 
5. 

Fig. 
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Ourve 
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4 

o 
9.0 .0 27.0 36.0 

t (ms) 
Hot state Eh/Cold state "'0 VJ time 
I == )80.32A, lD = 0),94°,1)1= 56° p ] , 

4.5 
t (ms) 

7 Erearcing voltage VS time 

lp 50021.5A, f =89.89°, 1(1 == 67° 

1p 8753.50A, P =89.91°, ., - 60° J ~ 

I 3070.92A, i.P =88.82°, 40° 
P 

=89.16°, 47° 1750. 57A, sP 

4 12 20 
t (ms) 

28 36 

Fig. 8 Prea.rcing voltage VJ Time 
580.32B., IP = 83.94°, Jr == 56° 



.s) 

lig. 9 l 2 t - Ip characteristic 

t'ig. 2 is sui table for c\Arrent fields and temperature fields 
of the fuse-element on • in oder to reduce the C}JU 
tilae, slr;all time ste)s t are taken to solve the two set of 

respectively for compensation. 
will be seen from t'ig. 3 that the current flowing through 

el.ement is concentrated towards the edge with time, especia
lly in the constrictions. ·rhe reason for which is that thE 
tewperature in this region is lower than that in the middle 
of the element, so thE! resi.stantivity in the middle is 
iSreater. 

and Fig. 6 prove that the the prospective 
, the smaller the time when ratio of the heat 

resl.stance to the cold resistance begins to increase extreme
ly. In other words, the prearcing time is smaller for s-

pros current. The similar cases exist in the 

t 
(s) 

the pre-arcing voltage shown in Fig. 7 and iig.8. 
In the breaking tests of low overload currents several changes 

104 

103 

10 

103 

a. theoretical curve 

b. test results 

of voltage are observed by the indicator, before Fig.10 t-I characteristic 
• There are three times of the voltage increase, 

this is a indirect evidence of the calculation results. 1 2t-Ip characteristic of' the single 
element is gj.ven in lig. 9. Yihile Ip> 3000A, the value of 12t is kept constant, nearly having 
nothing to do with I p ' when Ip< 1000A, the value of I 2t increases rapidly as the prospective 
current 10 decreases, at the neighbour of 180A, as Ip decreases the value increases slowly, 
as 10 approaches 1.251n , the value increases rapidly"too. It is considered that M_effect has 
creat influence in the range of 1. 25In to 180A, when Iphas the lowest value, ''Ihich is near 
tne HFC, therefore 1 2t has a large value, the heat conduction of element is in action from 
2001, to 2UOOA, ho"ever, for the large prospective current (Ip> 3000A), the adiabatic process 
is under control. 
'l:he comparasion has been made in b'ig. 10 bet"een the theoretical curve and tested results. 
It proves that the deviation between the two is small and the calculation results are helpful 
for future test. 

8. GOJ,C.LutlluN 

The method above may be used to simUlate the pre-arcing phenomena of the fuse-element and the 
acceptable accuracy is achieved in calculation and good correlation is obtained between 
calculated and measured values of cold resistances and t-I characteristics. 'l'herefore the 
method could be used in CAD of fuses. 
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.tI.x. Ky. K conduction coefficient; division number; 

damped coefficient; 

potential function; 
derivative of potential function; 
calculation region; 
shape function; 

electric conductivity; 

mass density, resistantivity; 

thermal capacity, specific heat; 
surfacial heat discipated coefficient; 
f.e.m. division coefficient; 

heat discipated from the 
specified elements to and end caps. 

~ electric field strength; 

J current density; 

resistantivity at the room temperature 1.6961:xl0-6 n.CIDj 

resistar:.tivi,ty in liquid phase at melting point 21.3xl0-6 n.cm; 

resistance temperature coefficient 0.0045 0 C-1 ; 
meltinr, point 1084.5 oC; 
melting latent heat 211.4 J.g-l; 

vaporization temperature 2543 oC 

vaporization latent heat 4752.16 .r.g-1 

K thermal conductivity 4.01 w.cm- 1 ,oC- 1; 

density 8.93 g.cm-3 

sp~cific heat in solid state 0.385 w.s.g- 1 ,OO-1 

l'hYUICA.L DATA FUn h-S.POTS 

Tsold melting point 227-231.9 °C ; 

Hs melting latent heat 60.66 J.g-1. 

0Ttbii Di1.TA 

= 0.9. 1: 1089, I c 73A, D 10-4-10-6 cm2 .s-1 • 
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